ACA held five social accountability trainings with the five wards of Munali Constituency under the Ask Project. The Trainings occurred between the 28th of February and 6th April and attracted the youths and senior citizens from the Church, markets, youth groups and ordinary citizens.

This is the story of the general feeling throughout the Trainings.
There was DETERMINATION! Because our work demands it!
There was **DIVERSITY**. Because if we want real change to happen everyone must get involved!
There was MMMMMM. Because we all do it.
There was DISBELIEF. “That can’t be true! We own the money?”
There was **AMAZEMENT.**
There was **CONCENTRATION**. That moment when you realize how important what you learning is.
There was **NOTE TAKING**. Because if it’s important your record it.
There was **EMPHASIS!!!** If it’s important, you must!
There was INTRIGUE.
There was REALIZATION. “That moment when you understand, IT SHOULDN’T BE THIS WAY
There was **PAIN!!** Can you blame them?
There was **CAREFUL EXPLANATION**. Because we know how important this information is
There was **PARTICIPATION**. Because they realized that’s the best way to be heard!
There was **TOGETHERNESS**. Because that’s how their voice will be heard. **TOGETHER!!**
There was LAUGHTER
There was FOOD. Because of course we can’t learn on an empty stomach.
There was Group Two. With their Councillor
There was Group Three. With their
There was Group Four
There was Group Five.

And yes we know we didn’t mention group one, because someone forgot to take the picture. Not mentioning names
At the end of it all we had

- Well informed citizens
- Citizens ready to hold their leaders accountable
- Made youth social media champions to amplify our work online

And they created themselves into groups and selected group leaders among them to continue interacting with us

- To Receive professional advise us
- For us to be able to talk to the larger group by talking to them

Find Out more about us and Ask Project by

- Visiting www.acazambia.org
- Emailing Us: info@acazambia.org

Or visiting our Offices
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